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BICSI Establishes First Authorized Design Training Provider in the Mid-
Atlantic Region at Concert Technologies 

DULLES, VA, May 27, 2015– Concert Technologies has been awarded the status of BICSI Authorized Design 

Training Provider by BICSI, the professional association supporting the information and communications 

technology (ICT) industry. 

As a BICSI Authorized Design Training Partner, Concert Technologies is a recognized provider of BICSI’s ICT 

design and project management training. With only 6 ADTPs nationwide, Concert Technologies will provide 

BICSI-authorized trainers in a classroom environment to offer the BICSI PM 110 course. Upon the completion 

of this course, individuals will be well prepared to take the Registered Telecommunications Project Manager 

(RTPM) exam at a nearby testing center. 

“As an added bonus to the PM 110 curriculum, our training center is located in the same facility as our global 

technology rollout operations center, allowing our students an inside look at the management of technology 

infrastructure projects,” said Dennis Mazaris, President and CEO of Concert Technologies. “To offer this training 

program is in alignment with our dedication to continuing education and career advancement in the industry.” 

Concert Technologies has released a video about the BICSI PM110 course and the benefits of the BICSI RTPM 

credential. To view the video and learn more about the BICSI PM110 course and becoming a BICSI-credentialed 

RTPM, visit Concert Technologies’ website. 

About BICSI  

BICSI is a professional association, which provides information, education and knowledge assessment for 

individuals and companies in the information and communications technology (ICT) industry. BICSI serves more 

than 23,000 ICT professionals, including designers, installers and technicians. These individuals provide the 

fundamental infrastructure for telecommunications, audio/video, life safety and automation systems. Through 

courses, conferences, publications and professional registration programs, BICSI staff and volunteers assist ICT 

professionals in delivering critical products and services, and offer opportunities for continual improvement and 

enhanced professional stature. Headquartered in Tampa, Florida, USA, BICSI membership spans nearly 100 

countries. www.bicsi.org 

About Concert Technologies 

Founded in 1995, Concert Technologies is a privately-held technology rollout company based in Dulles, VA.  
Concert customers receive high-quality rollouts through the application of the industry’s only system of project 
management methodologies. With more than 300,000 successful rollouts delivered, Concert is the partner of 
choice for federal government, commercial and international organizations needing accelerated, high-quality 
global technology rollouts.  To learn more, visit Concert Technologies at: www.concerttech.com 
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